The U.S. Marijuana Party is a motivated group of Americans who are tired of living in fear of their government because of Marijuana/Cannabis prohibition! We are fed up with the intrusion into our personal lives with drug testing at work, school and our Doctor’s offices as a way to control us!

We are Americans and we will not continue to submit to drug testing as a pre-requisite of employment or to be treated by a Physician when we are ill or otherwise!

The State and Federal Government continue to lead armed home and property invasions as well as to deny patients access to needed medications and care!
We feel it is time for the 15 Million Americans who use Cannabis for medication and enjoyment stop hiding their use of this plant and unite as one large body of Voters to demand an end to the.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROHIBITION OF CANNABIS AND THE DRUG WAR!

WE AS CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WANT TO LIVE FREE!

We are determined to stand up, be counted, demonstrate, rally and write our Senators, Representatives, and other Government Officials as well as writing letters to the editors, participate in commentaries and local groups promoting our freedom!

WE WILL VOTE IN EVERY ELECTION!

Waiting for the Government to silence us in the prison industrial complex is NOT an option! Too many of us have been incarcerated already! It is a fact that there are more people in prison right now than at any other time in our history!

THE WAR AGAINST CANNABIS/HEMP IS A GENOCIDAL WAR WAGED AGAINST US BY A GOVERNMENT DETERMINED TO ERADICATE THE CANNABIS PLANT, OUR CULTURE, OUR FREEDOM AND OUR POLITICAL RIGHTS!

As members, we will continue to fight for our Constitutional rights, as intended by our Founding Fathers. We will strive to put anti-prohibition candidates in office!

WE HAVE THE RIGHT!

WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY.

WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS.

WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO REDRESS GRIEVANCES WITHOUT FEAR OF PERSECUTION.

WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE A GOVERNMENT THAT HAS BECOME TYRANNICAL AGAINST OUR RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS!

Our Mission Statement

We seek to remove all penalties for adults age 18+ who choose to consume Cannabis in a responsible manner.

We demand an end to the war on otherwise productive and law abiding Citizens who choose to consume Cannabis as food, medicine or for recreational purposes.

We demand the right to use Cannabis as medicine for ourselves and our Children without fear of retaliation from Federal or State Authorities.

We demand the release of all people incarcerated for Cannabis from Prison and their criminal records be expunged for possession charges, as well as all personal property to be returned or compensated for.

We demand the right to grow our own food and medicine which includes the Cannabis/Hemp plant!

You can get your membership card at this link: http://www.usmjparty.com/store/p4/membership
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You are United, United We Stand.
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